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Tail bounds for counts of zeros and eigenvalues,
and an application to ratios

Brad Rodgers

Abstract. Let t be random and uniformly distributed in the interval [T, 27], and consider the

quantity N(t + 1 / log T) — N(t), a count of zeros of the Riemann zeta function in a box of height
1 / log T. Conditioned on the Riemann hypothesis, we show that the probability this count is

greater than x decays at least as quickly as e—Cxlosxt uniformly in T. We also prove a similar
results for the logarithmic derivative of the zeta function, and likewise analogous results for the

eigenvalues of a random unitary matrix.
We use results of this sort to show on the Riemann hypothesis that the averages

remain bounded as T —> oo, for a. ß complex numbers with /I/O. Moreover we show

rigorously that the local distribution of zeros asymptotically controls ratio averages like the

above; that is, the GUE Conjecture implies a (first-order) ratio conjecture.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2010). 11M06, 11M26, 11M50, 15B52.

Keywords. Riemann zeta function, ratios conjecture, GUE conjecture, unitary group.

1. Introduction

1.1. This paper is comprised of two parts. In the first part we prove, conditioned on
the Riemann hypothesis (RH), that local linear statistics of the zeros of the Riemann

zeta function have uniformly sub-exponential tails. More precisely, label the non-
trivial zeros of the zeta function 1/2 + iy, with f £ R. We prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 1.1 (Tail bound for zeros). Assume RH. Define Q(%) '= 1/(1 + £2). Then

for all x >2 and all T >2.

Y

where the constant C and the implicit constant are absolute.
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Here and in what follows, zeros are counted with multiplicity (in the unlikely
event that some zero is not simple).

To elaborate on the meaning of this result: the ordinates y have density log T/2tt
near a height T, and for t [T,2T], the points — 0} are spaced so as to
have a density of roughly 1, at least for y near t. Theorem 1.1 therefore bounds the

frequency with which these respaced zeros can occur in large clumps. The theorem
is only of interest when x is large.

Plainly Theorem 1.1 also implies the same estimate when Q is replaced by

any function 77 that decays quadratically (with constants depending on rj). Letting
1 l[o,i/2jrb ar)d defining as usual N(T) #{y : y e (0,7)}, we obtain a

corollary that may be easier to understand at a glance.

Corollary 1.2. Assume RH. For all x >2 and all T > 2,

1

T
where the constant C and the implicit constant are absolute.

Remark. This result refines a moment bound of Fujii [16, Main Theorem], and

is closely related, even in the method of its proof, to a bound of Soundararajan
[31, Theorem 2], who proves estimates of a similar strength, but in which x grows
with T, and in which the size of the interval may grow at a faster rate than 1 / log T.

We note that without assuming RH, it is possible to prove an upper bound e~cx,
where c is an absolute constant.

We also develop in Theorems 2.6 and Lemma 2.11 estimates for more oscillatory
counts of zeros. As a consequence we obtain an upper bound for the logarithmic
derivative of the zeta function.

Theorem 1.3 (Tail bounds for £'/£). Assume RH, and fix a > 0. For x > 2 and
T >2,

meas{r e [T,2T\ : N(t + 1/logT) - N(t) > x} « e~Cxiogx,

— measlt e [T, 2T] :

K' { 1 «
£

(2 +
logT

+U >x «e-Cxl0^,t 1

iogr
where the constant C and the implied constant depend only on a.

Remark. This strengthens moment bounds for the logarithmic derivative of the zeta

function, which have been proved under RH and some additional hypotheses by
Farmer, Gonek, Lee, and Lester [15, Corollary 2.1], and subsequently under RH
alone in the author's thesis (see [27, Theorem 2.1]).

We apply the tail bound, Theorem 1.1, and these other bounds to consider averages
of ratios of the zeta function. We develop an upper bound for these averages.

Theorem 1.4 (Moment bound for ratios). Assume RH. For any a, ß e C with
[){ ß 7^ 0, and for any m > 0, uniformly for T >2,

J_ f2T t(i + ijr +'')
TF «t + sfr+'O

dt a.ß.m 1
*
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1.2. The second part of the paper requires some knowledge from random matrix
theory. Before all else, we will develop bounds for counts of eigenvalues of random

unitary matrices analogous to those above for zeta zeros.
Moreover, we show rigorously that the asymptotic evaluation of averages of the

sort considered Theorem 1.4 follow from knowing the local distribution of zeros
of the zeta function. Recall the following well-known conjecture about the local
distribution of zeros.

Conjecture 1.5 (GUE Conjecture). Assume RH. For all fixed k and continuous and

quadratically decaying' test functions t] : IR* —> IR,

27"

fif (Yk-t))dt ~ f r/(x) det (K{xl-xJ)) dkx,
1 Jt V,_VI

v ' JR*Y\ t—»Yk
distinct

as T —» oc, where the ijth entry of the k x k determinant is given by K(x, — x3)
sinrrjx, — xJ)/jt(xl — Xj).

We also recall a conjecture for the first order asymptotics of ratios of the zeta

function.

Conjecture 1.6 (Local Ratios Conjecture with real translations). Assume RH. For
all fixed k > 1 and all fixed collections of numbers o/\,,otm,ßi, ßm e M,

with ßz y^ 0 for all I, and2 a, y^ ßj for all i,j, we have

f2T m ft I + Sit- + it) detif n }dt~ (TD
T JT I \ HI * ' / x '

i=iZ(i + i$T + it) det(s^;)

where
Q-a+ß ^ ß < Qi

31 ß > 0.

As an application of the techniques above, we show that the first of these claims

implies the second.

Theorem 1.7. The GUE Conjecture implies the Local Ratios Conjecture with real
translations.

There is a seemingly more general conjecture than Conjecture 1.6 in which
ot i am. ßi,...,ßm are allowed to lie in C, with Dl ße 0 for all I. Such a

conjecture may be called just the Local Ratios Conjecture.

1 By quadratically decaying, we mean r] (x) O '
2

• .j 2) • A purist may object that it is more
1 +X j

1 ~r-*£
natural to make this conjecture for only compactly supported tj, but these two versions of this conjecture
may be seen without too much effort to be equivalent

2We clearly lose 110 generality from this restriction
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This increase in generality is really only apparent. It is possible using similar
methods to see that the GUE Conjecture also implies the Local Ratios Conjecture, for
general a and ß. The proof of this claim requires a somewhat more lengthy technical

argument, so we will not prove it here. We will instead say only a few words about
what modifications in the proof of Theorem 1.7 are necessary for it at the end of this

paper.

1.3. The study of the average of ratios of the zeta function has a long history.
Conjecture 1.6 was first put forward in the case m 2 by Farmer [13], who understood

it was closely connected with the local distribution of zeros of the Riemann zeta

function. Farmer showed that the m 2 case of (a uniform version of) what we have

called the Local Ratios Conjecture implies the k — 2 case (pair correlation) of the

GUE Conjecture [14], and later produced similar implications for the m 3,k 3

case, while even higher correlations may be obtained from the work in [10]. To our
knowledge the present paper is the first rigorous work in the opposite direction.

More recently, a flurry of work has centered around the average of such ratios
when the translations are not within a distance of 0(1/ log T) of the critical axis,
but instead are up to a distance of 0(1) away. In this case great deal of effort has

been put into not only producing asymptotic formulas, but extracting all relevant
lower order terms [6], which have many interesting implications [9], (We have called

Conjecture 1.6 a "Local Ratios Conjecture" to distinguish it from this expanded set of
conjectures.) Indeed, it is worth noting at this point that the formula in (1.1) is not the
usual way to write the ratio conjecture; instead one usually insists that 1)1 ßi, ß't > 0

and conjectures that

is predicted accurately to first order by a random matrix analogue. The expression for
this limit is somewhat more complicated to write down than the formula on the right
hand side of (1.1) (see for instance [4,7,8]). Nonetheless, in spite of the simplicity
of (1.1), it is not clear whether there is any way to write down the more precise
lower-order Ratio Conjectures in a way reminiscent of it. It would still be interesting
to see if such a combinatorial formalism can be found.

In any case, an asymptotic formula for the left hand side of (1.1) implies an

asymptotic formula for the left hand side of (1.2), and vice-versa. This may be seen

most easily by applying the zeta function's functional equation. We will have nothing
to say about lower order terms however.

Similarly to Farmer's papers above, some previous work has studied the

connections of the GUE Conjecture to averages of the logarithmic derivative of
the zeta function [15,17,27],

(1.2)
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We note also the concurrent work [51, which considers some similar questions to
those we consider here, but replaces the zeta function with a probabilistic construction
called the limiting characteristic polynomial.

1.4. We turn to a quick conceptual sketch of some of our methods. Both the

moment bound, Theorem 1.4, and the conditional implication, Theorem 1.7, are

critically dependent on the tail bound, Theorem 1.1. The strategy in each case is to
write

+ tofr +il)
; a exP

£(2 + iögT + il)
LOg^j + \^T+ "LogtG + 1^T+it

(1.3)

(ignoring for the moment all issues with branch cuts, which end up being minor). We
show from the Hadamard product representation for the zeta function that £t is "very
close" to a linear statistic ^ f°r some function r) of quadratic decay.

This is not literally true: if written as a sum of zeros, must contain an extra term
in the summand that decays very slowly. This term does not decay quadratically - in
fact its sum converges only because of the symmetry of zeros - but it may be shown
that on average this extra term does not much affect the size of Xt. (This step is not
trivial, but will be the content of Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.11.)

Thus it is that we see that we can approximate the ratio (1.3) by the exponential
of a linear statistic of zeros. It is just these linear statistics whose size we have

controlled in our tail bound, Theorem 1.1, and it is in this way that the moment bound
Theorem 1.4 is proved. For the implication in Theorem 1.7, on the other hand, we
note that we are able to asymptotically control the moments of such linear statistics by

using the GUE Conjecture and a standard combinatorial procedure. This asymptotic
control on the moments of linear statistics is not ipso facto enough to pass to the

Local Ratios Conjecture however. It is not the case, that is, that Theorem 1.7 is just
a matter of combinatorial manipulation in random matrix theory.

For instance, instead of Xt, consider the random variables Xn which take the

value 0 with probability 1 — e~n and n2 with probability e~n. Then Xn tends to 0

both in distribution and in the sense of moments: for any fixed k > 0,

E X* -> 0.

Yet

E ex" (1 - e~n) + e"2~n -> 00,

so it is not true E ex" ~ E e°.
This sort of a pathology is eliminated by the tail bound of Theorem 1.1 and

related bounds, and it is this control that is necessary to show that the average of
ratios in (1.1) converges to a random matrix limit on the GUE Conjecture.
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Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is not long provided certain computational lemmas are
taken on faith, so we will not sketch it here. We mention only that our proof depends

on an application of Markov's inequality and a smoothing trick. It is, in this sense, an

application of Soundararajan's method [30] for bounding the moments of £(1/2 + it)
(see also Harper's refinement [19]), used also his aforementioned work in [31].

Finally, we note that in the case that Dice < i)iß and Sa Aß, there is an easier

proof of the bound in Theorem 1.4. In this case one has for all t, T > 2 a pointwise
bound

+ togT7 + <<a'ß + I^T+
This is a consequence of Lemma 1 of [25], Nonetheless, such an inequality does not
hold for other ranges of a and ß, and Theorem 1.4 cannot in general be reduced to a

pointwise estimate of this sort.

Notation. We follow standard conventions of analytic number theory, so that the

notations f(x) « g(x) and f(x) 0(g(x)) are interchangeable, with both

meaning that |/(x)| < Cg(x) for all x, for a constant C. f(x) <^a g(x) and

f(x) ÖA(g(x)) both mean the constant C may depend on A. The Fourier
transform of a function / is defined by /(£):= f e~l2nx%/(x) dx.

In whatfollows we will assume the Riemann hypothesis, withoutfurther statement

of this assumption in Theorems, Lemmas, etc.

Acknowledgements. I thank Sandro Bettin, Alexei Borodin, Reda Chhaibi, Brian
Conrey, Chris Hughes, Jon Keating, and Kurt Johansson for informative and

encouraging discussions related to this work, and the anonymous referee for a careful

reading and helpful suggestions.

2. Bounding counts of zeros: a proof of Theorem 1.1 and related bounds

2.1. As in many studies of the zeros of the zeta function, a principal tool is the

explicit formula, due in stages to Riemann, Guinand, and Weil [18,26,34], relating the

distribution of zeros to primes. A proof may be found in, for instance, [24, pp. 410-
416] or [21, pp. 108-109],

Theorem 2.1 (The explicit formula). For a compactly supported function g,
piecewise continuous with finitely many discontinuities, such that

g(x) j(g(x + g(x+))
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for all x and g(0) |(g(x) + g(—x)) + 0(\x\), we have,

,im J2 §(-)- r g(—)—d$
v —>oo \2n' J_vS\2jtJ 2n 5

\y\<V

/oo (g(x) + g(~x))e~x/2d(ex - f(ex)),
-00

where

f(x) Y
n<x

with A the von Mangoldt function, and

£2(?) := - — (- + /-) + - — -log;r.2 r V4 2/ 2 r V4 2/
Using Stirling's formula for the digamma function [1, Cor. 1.4.5], one may verify

that,

(iirn)- <21)
log ((Itl + 2)/2TT) ,_l

2JT 27r v | H- 2

This term in the explicit formula therefore corresponds to an approximation of the

density of zeros near height f On the other hand,

J—oo JO y/t V"
n \ v

A («),

and here the term fg(log t)/ *Jt dt serves as an approximation to (log n) A (n)/^/n.
Motivated by the explicit formula, we adopt the following notation, for a function rj

of quadratic decay:

(rj, Z) ZT{t)) := Y ~

%Z°) (ri,Z°T(t)) := jT
(:rj,Z) (i,,Zr(0) := (r,,Z) - (r,.Z°).

Note that there is no question about the convergence of the sums or integrals in
these definitions. We will later generalize this notation slightly, but we need not

worry about this generalization for the moment. Note that for typographical reasons

we will sometimes write Z or Zt in place of Zr{t). Unless otherwise indicated,
Z Zt Zr(t), and likewise for and Z.

We will see that the quantity (r), Z) and therefore (?/, Z) is approximated by a

Dirichlet polynomial of length depending on the support of rj. It is in this way that

we will control these quantities.
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2.2. Let B0 be an absolute constant to be defined shortly. We define the function

rr^ R r/sintr(^+ l/4)\2 /sintt(£ - 1/4)\2~|C(« - Hl „?+l/4) J + l .ff-1/4) j J- (22)

with Fourier transform,

G(x) B0(\ - \x\)+(el*x/2 + e~'*x/2), (2.3)

where B0 is an absolute constant chosen so that

Ö(f) < <?(f), e R. (2.4)

(In fact, B0 may be chosen to be 2n2, but we only need to know such a constant

exists, which is apparent from examining G(£)/<2(f)-) There is nothing very special
about this test function G; we have chosen it to satisfy (2.4) and

supp G c [-1, 1], (2.5)

As a consequence of (2.4), writing Gyt(f) := G(£/k), we see that for all k > 1,

ß(f)<G*(f), VreR. (2.6)

Moreover,

supp Gyt c [— \/k,\/k], with \Gk(x)\ < 2Bo k{\ — |k*|) + (2.7)

To make for a cleaner presentation, we work with notation from elementary
probability, letting t be a random variable uniformly distributed on the interval [T, 2T].
The tail bound Theorem 1.1 then becomes the claim that uniformly for x > 2 and

T> 1,

P((ß,Z) > *) <e-c*l08H

The reason we have defined G^ is that the size of (ß, Z) can be controlled by
(G;t, Z), and that this in turn can be controlled by (G^, Z°} and (G^, Z). It is easy
to control (G&, Z^), since the measure defining this quantity is very regular. On the

other hand (G^, Z) can be well-controlled up to the kth moment, with (G^, Z) in
general not being much larger then (G, Z). More exactly, we prove the following
estimates.

Lemma 2.2. For an absolute constant B\, uniformly for T >2,

(Q,ZT(t)) < Bi log 7", We [T,2T],

Lemma 2.3. For an absolute constant /H, uniformlyfor T >2 and 21 < k, we have

E\(Gk,Z)\21 <(B2l)1.
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Lemma 2.4. For an absolute constant if3, uniformly for T > 2 and. k < \ff,
(Gk,Z°r(t)) < B3k. Vre [T,2T].

The first gives an extremely course upper bound for the number of zeros that may
be counted by the test function Q, the second controls the moments of {Gk, Z) as

described above, and the third controls the regular approximation (Gk,Z°} to the

count of zeros by Gk.
These lemmas have standard proofs that we turn to at the end of this section — the

most nontrivial is Lemma 2.3 and is proved by approximating (Gk, Z) by a Dirichlet
polynomial — but before doing so, we show that with these computational estimates
in hand, Theorem 1.1 (our tail bound for zeros) follows quickly.

Proofof Theorem 1.1. Note first that in the case that x > B\ log T, Lemma 2.2

implies that

P«0.Z) > jc) 0.

We may therefore assume x < B\ log T. Lemma 2.3 allows us to see from
Markov's inequality that for even integers k and positive y,

P((Gk.Z) >y)< -i-EKG*,Z)|* « {ß2k)k'\ (2.8)
y y

(Q.Z) < (Gk.Z) (Gk,Z) + (Gk,Z°). (2.9)

Yet

Thus,

P«ß. Z) > X) < F((Gk, Z) + {Gk, Z°) > x)

<P ((Gk,Z)>x-B3k), (2.10)

for all even k < \ff, with the last line following from Lemma 2.4. With no loss of
generality, we may assume x: > 4#3, and consider k defined to be the positive even

integer satisfying
* *2 < k <

2 B3 ~ 2 B3

so that in particular
x — B3k > x/2.

As long as T is large enough that B\/2B2 log T < VT, then certainly k <
(since we are considering the case x < B\ log T). Thus from (2.8) and (2.10),

p«e,z)>*)< {Blx^J£T (2.1D

for an absolute constant C.3

3An argument with more bookkeeping, though still one which makes no attempt at optimization, shows
that one may take any constant C < 1/1Ö7T2, for instance.
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In remains to verify our claim in the case in which T is small enough that

Bi/2B2 log T > Vt. But this bounded range of T can at most alter the implicit
constant in (2.11).

Remark. There is a slightly different approach to this theorem which some readers

may prefer. Instead of the inequality (2.9), we may make use of a mollification formula
of Selberg [28, Th. 1], which approximates the classical function S(t) by a Dirichlet
polynomial with error terms whose size depends on the length of the Dirichlet
polynomial. One may then compute moments of, say, S(t + 1/ log T) — S(t) in the

same way we have here, with the Dirichlet polynomial replacing the quantity (G&, Z).

Indeed, to reflect on our approach, in the lemmas, it has been to show the following:

N{* + \^f) ~ N(t) ^ (ö'Zr(0) « <G*'2r(0) + k> (2"12)

withk > 1. By the explicit formula, we will reduce (G&, Z) to a Dirichlet polynomial
in the proof of Lemma 2.3 below in order to compute its moments. In slightly more
traditional notation, with such a Dirichlet polynomial already put in place of (G^, Z),
(2.12) could be rewritten

w(' + r1r)-A'w«rLsi:(|-riz)J^ + !?iI- <213>
V logTJ log* ^x\ log*/ pl/2+" log*

for t e [7\ 2T] and all 2 < x < T (and x related to k above by k ^7). For such

Dirichlet polynomials, we will be able to bound kth moments, and thereby control
how frequently N(t + 1 / log T) — N(t) can be large.

We have taken the route and notation that we have because we will make use of
the same formalism elsewhere in this paper; we apply it to other estimates for zeta

zeros below, and it applies almost without change to study the eigenvalues of the

unitary group, for instance.

Remark. Without the Riemann hypothesis, the ordinates y needn't be real, and the

relationship (Q,Z) < (G^.Z) ceases to hold; the same is true of (2.13). On
the other hand, Selberg [29, Th. 2] also proves an uncondtional variant of his

approximation for S(t), and this has been used by Fujii [16, p. 245] to compute
moment bounds for S(t + 1/logT) — S(t) unconditionally. Bounds that can be

obtained unconditionally in this way are slightly worse than what we have derived

assuming RH. Unconditionally, using the technique, one can prove

Y meas{r e [T, 2T] : N(t + 1/ log T) — N(t) > x} <$C e~cx,

where c is an absolute constant, but seemingly no better. It would be interesting to
see if this could be improved.
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Remark. Probably the tail bounds in Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2, while sufficient
for our purposes, are not optimal. The bounds here would correspond to the "right
answer" were the zeros were modeled by a Poisson process, but since zeros of the zeta
function tend to repel each other one might guess that the counts are sub-gaussian
in Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. Such an estimate is true for eigenvalues of the

unitary group (see (4.6) below) but for zeta zeros seemingly this is a harder statement
to prove.

2.3. There is another result similar to Theorem 1.1 that we will require, but which
is somewhat more technical in its statement and proof. We generalize the notation
(rj, Z) to a wider class of functions than it was applied to before. In particular, we let

(r,,Z)=(r1,ZT(t))

where r], T, and t are such that the limit exists. This is consistent with our previous
use of this notation. Likewise, when the limit exists,

(rj,Z) {t],ZT(t)) := lim

(r,.Z°) (r,,Z°T(t)) :=

By the explicit formula, it may be verified that {rj, Z) exists whenever /?(£) f (f),
for a function / that is (i) compactly supported, (ii) piecewise continuous with finitely
many discontinuities, (iii) satisfying f(x) + f(x~)), and (iv) with /
odd. A more specific example of such a limit existing where the sums and integral
do not absolutely converge is furnished by the function

'®siW- (2-14>

In this case, J{f) f (£), for the function

f(x) := —sgn(x)e_';c'/2L (2.15)

so one may see by the above discussion that (J,Zj{t)) is well defined for all T
and t. Alternatively, one may see rather more simply that the limit defining (J, Z)
converges by exploiting the symmetry of the zeros y and the function £2. Indeed, let
us verify this (and prove a little more) for (J, Z°), in a lemma we will need later.

Lemma 2.5. Uniformly for T > 2,

(J,Z°T(t)) 0(1/log 71, Vt e [T,2Tj.
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Proof. By the symmetry of J,

(J.Z"TU»

lim I" +V^ooJ0 V log T) \ log 77 _
log T

1 f°° r y2 t2\og2T\ 1

«Wh ."''"(mög1?' V5 11 _ 2zy_\ + ?/I' logr I + z / J
<7,

where in the second step in approximating O, we have used Stirling's formula (2.1)
and then simple Taylor series estimates for the logarithm function. (Note that in the

first line the integrand is positive, so the integral converges absolutely or not at all.)
It is now slightly tedious but straightforward to verify that the integral is 0(1) and

therefore the entire expression is 0(1/ log T).

The analogue of Theorem 1.1, our earlier tail bound, that we require is the

following.

Theorem 2.6 (Tail bound for signed counts). For all x >2 and all T >2,

P(|(7,Z)| > x) « e-Cx'ogx,

where the constant C and the implicit constant are absolute.

Applying Lemma 2.5 here, we see likewise:

Corollary 2.7 (Tail bound for signed counts). For all x >2 and all T >2,

P( |<7, Z)| >x) « e~Cx1ogx,

where the constant C and the implicit constant are absolute.

Our proof of Theorem 2.6 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Again we

require a series of lemmas, to be proved later.

Lemma 2.8. For an absolute constant B[, uniformly for T > 2,

\(J,ZT(t))\< B[\ogT, We [7,27].

For the next two lemmas we define

W^(x) := Sgn(x)e-I*l(i - |jc|/6) (2.16)
—2/ +

We have defined so that (B^1/^)", for k > 1, plays the role of something
like a smooth approximation to the function

(2.17)
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More exactly, a computation reveals that,

(\/ir\ k / 1 — exp (1+l?nz) 1 — exp (l~'?nz) \m + (1+PLV - (i-LV (218)

K(z), say K(—z)

(We have written z instead of £ here, because we will later need this expression for

complex values of z as well.) We will see from a Taylor expansion, is

small when |£| < k, and the terms K(%) may be thought of as an error term when |£|

is large. A more exact statement of this is as follows:

Lemma 2.9. For all k > 1,

\J{D-(W^/k)r^)\<AGk(^ V? eR,

where A is an absolute constant.

We also have the moments of (W^^'are very small when k is large.

Lemma 2.10. For an absolute constant B'2, uniformlyfor T > 2 and 21 <k< -JT,
we have

E|((IT(1//:))7 Z)\2t < (B'2l)lk~2t.

As before, we momentarily delay the proof of these lemmas. Assuming them,

we see that a proof of Theorem 2.6, the tail bound for oscillatory counts, proceeds
in the same manner as that of Theorem 1.1, the tail bound for quadratically decaying
counts.

Proofof Theorem 2.6. If x > B[ log T, then by Lemma 2.8,

P(|(7,Z>|>x) 0.

So as before we may treat the case that x < B[ log T. By applying Lemma 2.9, for
all k > 1,

(J.Z) ({W^V)fZ) + 0(|(G*,Z)|) + 0((Gk.Z°)).

where the implicit constant in the first error term may be taken as A, and the implicit
constant in the second 2A. As long as k < sff, Lemma 2.4 allows us to bound the

second of these error terms: {Gk, Z°) < B3 k. Hence using a union bound,

P((J,Z)| > Jt) < P(|((IT(iA))',Z)| > x/2) +P(A\{Gk.Z)\ + AB3k >x/2).

A choice of k and bound for both probabilities then proceeds as in the proof of
Theorem 1.1, replacing Lemma 2.3 by Lemma 2.10 to bound the first of these

terms.
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There is one last result of this sort that we will use below.

Lemma 2.11 (Bound on 1/^ stubs). For any > 0 and k > 1/e2, for T T(e)
sufficiently large,

»(K(fT(1/fc))',Zr)| >c) « e2.

By the approximation (2.17), this roughly corresponds to a statement that when k
is large

y 1

I—t iog_r / _\^(r-')\>k 2n (Y '

is typically very small. This is a result, in part, of cancellation between the two
"sides" of the sum.

Finally, at the end of this section, we explain how it is that Theorem 2.6 implies
Theorem 1.3.

2.4. We finally turn to proofs of the lemmas above.

ProofofLemma 2.2. We recall the estimate (see [24, Cor. 14.3]),

N(t + l)-N(t) « log(|f| + 2), WeR.

By inspection, it is easy to verify that log(|w + u| + 2) log(|w| + 2) + log(|u| + 2)
for all u, v el.

Now note that for t e [T, 2T],

OO
j

(2, ZT(t)) « y [N(t +k + l)-N(t+ k)]L—' 1 + kz log T
k=—oo °

OO
^

OO
|

« log(T + 2) y =— + V =— log (\k\ + 2)^ 1 + k2 log2 T ^ 1 + k2 log2 T '
fc=—oo k=—oo

« log(T).

ProofofLemma 2.3. This is a more or less standard computation of moments.

However, some added care is necessary since an estimate is required that is uniform
as moments vary. We note that from the explicit formula,

{Ck.ZrU)) JL- G(^ye-ixt +eixl)e-x'2d{e* -f (ex))
8

If
Er say

J — 2SH-
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where

Here G(x + ly) is, of course, the analytic continuation of the function defined before

in (2 2) One may check that

/log T \ exp(log T/Ak) 1

GUfr"72*0)* ' « «'
for k > 1 and t G [T, 2T]

Hence from Holder's inequality,

(E(Gk,Z)2t)l'2i « l + -L-^(E|5r|2^)1/2£. (2 19)
b r> 1

Because supp G c [—1, 1], a standard argument dating back to Selberg (see

[30, Lern 3], for a modern treatment that applies directly) reveals4 that for 21 < k

By the support of G, this quantity is null for all r > 1, when k > log T/ log 2

In the case that k < log T/ log 2 we need a little more work When r 1,

P PS* 1'K

by Chebyshev (see [24, Ch. 2.2]) When r > 2,

l°g2Pa( kr \2 f°° log21 1

Returning to (2 19), we see that

(E(ct.z)«)"" «i + ^<">"2'(nr + E 2^)

«i"\
as k < log T/ log 2. We have used Stirling's formula [1, Th. 1.4 1] to bound the

factorial. Exponentiating by 21 gives the lemma

4In tact, the argument shows that up to twice oui range of i may be admitted
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Proofof Lemma 2.4. We have

iG-z°T(,)} toir.LG4tv)a(' + i2^f)Jy

]~r(f +f ^Gk{y)^[t + ^~\dy.
log T V J\y\<T\ogT J\y\>T\ogT J V 'og T >

By our application of Stirling's formula (2.1), this quantity is

Gk{y)\ogT dy + f
log' \J\y\<TlogT J\y

k 2

— log v dy
>\y\>T\ogT y

« k + k2/T,

which yields the estimate.

Proofof Lemma 2.8. It is easy to verify for ills >1/2 that

C°° t' /1 \ 1

On RH, by analytic continuation, this identity remains true for Ills' > 0. Making use

of this identity, the Fourier transform expression (2.15), and the explicit formula, one

may thus verify that

(J,Zr(t)) — -—~ - + -—— + /1
logT C V2

1

+

1

logr

log:r V(± - j^)2 +12 (| + i^r)2 + i

' ^G + iSr+") + 0^- (2-20)
log T £ \2 log T J VlogF

From Lemma 12.1 of [24], we see that for t 6 [T, 2T],

+Esil/log7--i(y-/)
0(l) + 0(log2 T)

0(log2 T),

with the second to last line following from the fact that

N(t + \)~ N(t) 0(log(|f | + 2).

Combining this estimate with (2.20) yields the lemma.
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ProofofLemma 2.9. A Taylor expansion of the exponential function in (2.18) shows
that for |£| < k (throughout this proof, f is real),

(fT(1//:))-(£) « \/k. (2.21)

In the same range, plainly /(£) 1. Hence, for |£| < k,

<<c «C*($).

On the other hand, for |£| > k, by (2.18),

1(^0/0)^) _ _,(£)| « 1 « |! « Gk($). (2.22)

ProofofLemma 2.10. Our proof proceeds along the same lines as that ofLemma 2.3.

From the explicit formula,

,(„««>)-.Zho> - r +^ EE -^)+.r> 1 p

T.r°r, say

where

r (w^lk)y{^^(i/2~t)^ +

To bound <Jf', we recall (2.18). It is simple to verify that for t e [T, 2T],

in the range that k < \ff. On the other hand, a bit more tediously,

/log T \ k /log T\ k 1

K\±^hT<y±l/2~t)) <<:

(1-log T/2)2 + t2
CXP (~2iT J<<c TV*

<<c

k'

again for k < ~JT. This shows that

r « i
k

Thus, as in the Holder inequality (2.19) of the proof of Lemma 2.3,

(E((IvW)\Z)2t)mt « X-
+ £ (E|ar|2^)1/2'. (2.23)

® r> 1
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But also as in that proof, for k > log T/ log 2,

oy =0, Vr > 1.

Otherwise, for k < log T/ log 2, the right hand side of (2.23) is likewise bound by

«£+i>>,,2<(¥+^)
«t1/2/k.

This proves the lemma.

Proofof Lemma 2.11. We begin by considering the case that c > 1/2. In this case,
the lemma is tautological:

P(|((lT(1/fc))',Z)| > e) < 1 « c2.

We may therefore suppose e e (0, 1 /2). From Lemma 2.10, we see (noting that
this condition on e imposes k > 2),

p(K(H/(1/fc))",z)| >e) <-^E(\((w(l/k)y,z)\2)

<K —-— < e2.
(ek)2 ~

On the other hand, from (2.21) and (2.22), for all k > 1, we have

(^0/O)-(£) « V£ > 0. (2.24)

Hence, using the symmetry of in the first line below,

{(w{l/k)y, z°T{t))

,'v
lim

V—>oo

«(7, Z^(O)«
1

dy

log T

log T

We are justified in applying the bound (2.24) in passing to the second line because,

as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, £2(r + 2ny / log T) — £2(? — 2ny/ log T) > 0 for all

y > o.

Thus for sufficiently large T (such that 1 / log T is small in comparison to e),

e2,P(K(H/(IA))M2)I > e) < lP(|((W/(1/<:))", Z)| > e/2) «
as claimed.
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2.5. Finally, we turn to bounding the logarithmic derivative of the zeta function.
Some computational details in the proof are left to the reader.

Proofof Theorem 1.3. We note that by much the same procedure as in (2.20), we
have

+ -—;+/? (Ia,ZT(t)) + Oa —- (2.25)"(logr)'_!_H(I + _£L
logr £ \2 logT

for t e [T, 2T], where

/«(£) := W-
a — i 2tx f

Because Ia(f) /(f) + Oa(Q(f)), the claim follows directly from Theorems 1.1

and 2.6.

Remark. An alternative approach to the identity (2.25) is to take as a starting point
the classical formula [24, Corollary 10.14],

V 1 1 \ 1

/, X

-(s) —7 + + -) - \ 'og (l?l + 2)
s~l p\s~P 2

where s a + it. This is less exact algebraically, but expresses the same idea.

3. Ratio bounds

With the bounds of Theorems 1.1 and 2.6 in place, it is a simple matter to bound

moments of ratios of the zeta function.

Proofof Theorem 1.4. In this proof we assume 31 ß ^ 0 throughout. Using the

Hadamard product representation for the zeta function [24, Th. 10.12] and Stirling's
formula for the Gamma function [1, Cor. 1.4.3], it is straightforward (though a little
tedious) to verify that for fixed a, ß e C,

41 + i4t+'') =u+om)e-(s-»n llra I-T

«i + sfr + 'O "-1U-'tffr-')'log 7" ' J |y|<

where because Nß ^ 0 the product converges to a finite number (on RH). Here o(l)
is a quantity that tends to 0 uniformly for t e [T, 2T] as T —> oo.

Using
Log(z) := log |z| +/Arg(z),

with Arg(z) e (—jr. n] for all z e C, and defining

La,ß(%) :=L°g(xr^)
^ 2jt '
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one sees that the expression (3.1) is equal to

(l+o(l))e-{a-M2exV((LaJ,ZT(t))). (3.2)

(A little care must be taken, of course, whenever taking the logarithm of a complex
number, but here, due to the exponential, no problems arise. One must check that the

sum defining (Latß Zj{t)) converges, but this is straightforward using the symmetry
of y.)

Note that for |£| > max(27r|a|, 2n\ß\)

/\ a_\
La,ß(S) L°g( x_l2f_ j Us*-ß)m + Oa,ß(QM),

1 Z-
l2izi~
l2n%

while, as long as d\ß ^ 0, we have for |£| < max(2^r|a|, 2n\ß\),

—— exp[Oa>£ (£>(£))],
to1'*

since for this region of £, the left hand side is bounded above, and the right hand side
is bounded from below. Hence for all £ e R,

La,ß(l) i(a~ß)m + Oa>ß(QG)). (3.3)

Thus for fixed a, ß, m, with JH ß ^ 0,

+ bfT + lt)
S(l + biT + U)

(1 +o(l))e-m(a-^2exp(m3i(Laj,Z))

(1 +o(l))c-m(a-^)/2exp[0((y,Z)) + 0((Q,Z))\.

Now the theorem at hand follows from Theorem 1.1 (our tail bound for zeros) and

Corollary 2.7 (our tail bound for oscillatory counts).

Remark. There is an alternative to the identity (3.2) that is more exact algebraically.
Under RH, it may be seen (for instance, with [33, Eq. (14.10.5)] as a starting point)
that for 1)1 a, ß > 0,

£(l + bfr+/r) ^— exp((La^,Z)). (3.4)
t(l + bfr

To use this identity in the proof above to treat those values of a or ß with negative
real part, the functional equation must be made use of.
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4. A random matrix interlude

4.1. In this section, we develop analogues for the unitary group of our tail bound for
linear statistics (for zeta zeros this was Theorem 1.1), the determinantal evaluation
of correlation functions (for the zeta zeros this was Conjecture 1.5), the evaluation
of ratios of the zeta function (this was Conjecture 1.6), a uniform upper bound on

moments of ratios (this was Theorem 1.4) and also the more technical tail bound
for oscillatory linear statistics (this was Lemma 2.11). We will make use of these

estimates in the next section. We conclude this section by outlining a proof of a tail
bound for the logarithmic derivative of a characteristics polynomial, analogous to
Theorem 1.3. Such an estimate we do not directly need in what follows, but follows
easily from the others and appears to be new in the literature.

The unitary group U(N) is the group of N x N complex matrices g satisfying
g*g I. In what follows we endow this group with Haar probability measure. Any
such unitary matrix g has N eigenvalues that lie on the unit circle, which we write
as {el2nBx g'ZxÖN} with 9, [-1/2, 1/2) for all /.

The k level correlations of eigenvalues are in this case known exactly [3,

Eq. (39.12)].

Theorem 4.1 (The Weyl-Gaudin-Dyson integration formula). For k < N and any
integrable function rj : [-N/2, N/2)k —> C,

E{/(/v) V N9Jk) f t](x) det (Kn(x, -Xj))dkx,
JlZZjk J[-N/2,N/2)k kxk
distinct

where Kn(x) := Nsm^xJNy

This implies that for any integrable function rj :Rk —> C,

Ec/(ao Tn{N6„,...,NeiIr) ~ f r?(x) det (K(xt-x,))dkx.hiNQJt ,N9Jk) ~ f ri(x) det (K(xt -Xj)),^ JRk kxk
H ,-,Jk
distinct

This formula of course mirrors the GUE Conjecture, so that the points {^p-(y — 0}
may be modeled by the random points {N9t}.

In fact, instead of the collection of points {N9\,..., N6n), it will be even more
natural to work with these points pulled back to have period N\ that is we consider
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the collection of points Uvez^(^i + v)> •. N(9n + f )}• The reader may check
that here too we have,

E E rjiNidj, + v),... ,N(9Jk + v))

I T](x) det (Kn(x1 — Xj)) dkx
JRk kxk

J1 >—,Jk v
distinct

/Jw
rj(x) det (K(xl — x7)) dkx. (4.1)

kxk

We label the characteristic polynomial of a random unitary matrix g in the

following way:
A(4) := det(l -e~Ag), (4.2)

where A may be any complex number.

Note that

A(a/1V) T~] e a^2N sin n(9t + ia/lnN)
A{ß/N) e~ß!2N sin n(9, + iß/2nN)

Urn ft ft iN{S'+''\ (4.3)
"-».'.IT-VÄ -im + v)

where in passing to the last line we have made use of the classical identity

Z1
e-2

Sin7TZ Tz n (l - 72)'
1=1

Aside from being useful later on, by comparison with (3.1), the identity (4.3)
makes transparent the similarity between ratios of characteristic polynomials and

ratios of the zeta function. For these ratios, we note a formula that, in effect, is due

to Borodin, Olshanksi, and Strahov [2].

Theorem 4.2. For complex numbers A1,..., Am and B\,..., Bm with IK B^ ^ 0

for all I and A, B, for all i, j,
m A / E(NA,,NBj)\

F FT
C ^ eAi-eBJ

U(N) 1 1 TTrT _ 7 ;MBt) "«(TTpj)1=1

Recall that the function E is defined in Conjecture 1.6.

In fact, the authors in [2] do not prove exactly Theorem 4.2, but rather a somewhat

more general statement which may be seen with a little work to imply it. An account
of this short derivation from [2] to Theorem 4.2 will be found in Section 5.4 of the

forthcoming paper [5], There is also another proof, based on supersymmetry, in the
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paper [23]. This paper uses a rather different notation, but Theorem 4.2 is in fact a

specialization of identity (4.35) there.

As a simple corollary,

Corollary 4.3 (An asymptotic ratio evaluation). For complex numbers a\,...,am
and with 31 ßi ^ 0 for all i, and a, ^ ßj for all i, j,

E U(N) n
i=i

A (at/N)
A (ße/N) det

as N —»• oo.

Furthermore, with a little more work,

Corollary 4.4. For complex numbers a, ß with 31 ß f 0, and for any m > 0,

uniformly in N

E U(N)
K(a/N)

1-
A (ß/N)

Proof. From Holder's inequality, if 2k is an even integer larger than m

E U(N)
A (a/N)
A (ß/N)

< E U(N)
A (a/N)
A (ß/N)

2k\m/2k

Let A := a/N and B := ß/N, and note that for a unitary matrix g,

det(l — e Ag)

det(l — e Bg)

2k det(l — e Ag)k det(l—e—A l\fc

det( 1 — e~Bg)k det(l — e— p~B& i )k

det(l— e Ag)k det(l — eAg)

det( 1 — e~Bg)k det(l — eBg)k

A „\k

As long as A 7^ B, the average of this quantity can be computed exactly and seen to
be uniformly bounded using Theorem 4.2. And if A — B the corollary is trivial.

4.2. We also have results that mirror Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.11 for the linear
statistics of (pulled-back) eigenvalues. In analogy with our discussion of zeta zeros,
for a matrix g e U(N) with eigenangles {6t} as before, we use the notation

N V

(rj, S) {r), SN(g)} := lim + W).
V —oo i=lv=-V

(r/, 8°) := lim [ t](x)dx,
V —>00 J_y

{r), 8) {rj, 8N(g)) := {rj, 8) - {rj, 8°),
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when these limits exist. Clearly if rj decays quadratically the limits exist, for any
unitary matrix g. As before, we sometime substitute 8 or 6n for 8^(g).

For rj f with / e L^M) and of bounded variation, the integral defining
{r],8°) may be seen to converge to (/(0+) + /(0—))/2 (see [22, Th. 4.3.4] for
instance). Likewise, by the Poisson summation formula (see [24, Th. D.3] for
instance) it may be seen for such rj that the sum defining (rj,8) converges also.

Indeed, in this latter case the Poisson summation formula tells us that

to, eN(g)) (4-4)

j eZ

where for typographical reasons we write F(x) := f(x+) + f(x—))/2. Hence

also,

to, SN(g)) ^ ETr(g')r(-j/K). (4.5)

]*0

We prove, in analogy with Theorem 1.1,

Theorem 4.5 (A tail bound for eigenvalues). For Q defined as in Theorem 1.1, for
all N > 1 and x > 2,

P((0, 6N) > *) « f-Cjrlogx,

where the constant C and the implicit constant are absolute.

Remark. This result is not optimal; in fact one may show,

P {{Q,8N)>x)<£e~Cx2. (4.6)

This follows from a straightforward modification of the argument in [32, Lemmas 15

and 16], who are not concerned with the unitary group directly, but prove a similar
estimate for the determinantal point process with sine-kernel. Nonetheless, their

argument requires some knowledge of the theory of determinantal point processes,
and the weaker estimate in Theorem 4.5 will be sufficient for our purposes.

Likewise, in analogy with Lemma 2.11,

Lemma 4.6 (Bound on 1 /£ stubs for eigenvalues). For any e > 0 and k > 1 /c2,for
all N > 1,

P(|<(W(1/*>r, SN)\ >e) « 2.

Indeed, these results are proved in much the same way, except that we will replace
analytic number theory with a random matrix result of Diaconis and Shashahani [ 12]5.

5Though note in this source there is a minor mistake in the statement of the result. This is corrected

in, for instance, [11].
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Theorem 4.7 (Diaconis-Shahshahani). Consider a (a\,... ,ak) and b

(hi,.. ,,bk) with ai,a2, b{, b2,... e N>0. IfH)=l Jaj + H)=i 7 bj 5 2 N,
then

k k

^U(N) n ^(gJ)aJTr(gJ)bJ dg 8ab |~[ jajüj\ (4.7)
1=1 7=1

As Diaconis and Shahshahani note, if Cj, C2,... are independent standard normal

complex variables (that is C; X + iY with X and Y independent and identically
distributed jVr(0, 1/2) variables), then the right hand side of (4.7) may also be

written
k

vY\{yf]Cj)"J(VjCj)bJ. (4.8)
7 1

For convenience, by anology with Tr(g~J Tr(g^), we also define the random
variables C-} := C7, so that small moments of the traces Tr(g7) may be identified
with small moments of gaussians. (Though a caution: this identification between

moments of Tr(g7) and \f\j~\Cj holds only for small moments as in the theorem!)
We are now in a position to prove an analogue of Lemma 2.3.

Lemma 4.8. For an absolute constant B'2, uniformly for N > 1 and 21 < k, we

have

V.\(Gk,eN)\2e <(B'2£f.

Proof. From (4.5),

(Gk,8N(g)) ^J^Tr(gJ)Gk(-j/N)
7^0

N E W)Gk(-j/N),
l7l <N/k

j¥=o

with the second line following because supp Gk C [— l/k, \/k\, as in (2.7).

We have then

E|(Gyt, &N{g))\U E ^ £ VU\CjGk(-j/N)
\j\<N/k

7#0

21

because one may see that any product J~[ T^g-7 )aJ J~[ Tr(g-t )bJ that would occur in the

expansion of | Y1 Tr(gJ)Gjt(—j/N) |2^ must have ja, + H jb} <2l-N/k < N,
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which is certainly less than 2N. Yet, recalling (2.3), we see that Gk is even, so that

^ E VU\CjGk(-j/N) 1 J^JjimGjlGkU/lV)
7/0 J>0

j> 0

with the last reduction because the random variables 2D\Cj are i.i.d real gaussians
with mean 0 and of variance 2.

Therefore

E|(G*. EN(g))\2C (21 - l)ü(E Y^jGkU/ff)2)',
j> o

with (21 — 1)!! := (21 — 1) • (21 — 3) •••3 • 1. From (2.7), we know IG&OOI <
k( 1 — |Lx|) + so

^E'6M/N)2«^ £ ,<l-/ir/«)2+«l.
J>0 0<j<N/k

Using Stirling's formula to bound (21— 1)!! (2l)\/2(-f\, we obtain the lemma.

Likewise we have an analogue of Lemma 2.4.

Lemma 4.9. For an absolute constant B3,

(Gk.e°) B'3k.

Proof. This is evident from the definition of (Gk, 8°).

We now prove the tail bound for eigenvalues, Theorem 4.5, in the same manner
that we proved Theorem 1.1.

Proofof Theorem 4.5. For even integers k, and all positive y,

> y) < ^E|(G*,?)|* < (g^f/2,

yet

P((ß, S) > x) < P«G*,?} + (Gk, 8) > x)

P((Gk,E) >x-B'3k).
With no loss of generality, we may assume x > 4B3 and take k to be the positive even

integer satisfying x/2B'3 — 2 < k < x/2B3. In particular, we have x — B'}k > x/2
and the theorem follows, as before by combining the two lines above.
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Our proof Lemma 4.6, the bound for l/£ stubs, is likewise parallel to that of
Lemma 2.11.

ProofofLemma 4.6. From the Poisson summation formula (4.4),

^Y^Tr(gJ)w^lk\-j/N).
7/0

(Note that (W^llk\0+) + ))/2 0. This enables us to dispense with
the j 0 term of the summand.)

As \ W^llk^{x)\ <SC 1 for all x 6 M and IL^/^(x) 0 for |x| > l/k we see

from Theorem 4.7 of Diaconis and Shashahani, as long as k > 2,

E\{(w{xlk)y, sN)\2 ^ E I-/'i • ^{l/k)(-j/N)2
7/0

«^2 E 171

\j\<N/k
1

« f/i'
Now, as in the proof of Lemma 2.11, for e > 1/2, trivially,

P(|((fL(lM))~,g)| > e) < 1 « e2.

On the other hand, if e < 1/2, then the conditions of the lemma at hand force that
k > 2, so that

P(|<(fL(1/<0)~, g)| > e) <^E(|{(W(l/k))\ S)|2)

4.3. As with the zeta function, we can apply this technique to get tail bounds for
the logarithmic derivative of the characteristic polynomial of a unitary matrix, which

may be of independent interest.

Theorem 4.10. Fix a > 0. For all x >2 and N > 1,

p(± —(—) >x) «e"Cxlog*,
\N A \N) ~ /

where the constant C and the implied constant depend only on a.

The proof of Theorem 4.10 follows closely that of Theorem 1.3, and we do not

require Theorem 4.10 in the remainder of this paper, so we will only indicate the
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main points here. Note first that much as the proof of Theorem 4.5 follows the proof
of Theorem 1.1, by following in turn the proof of Theorem 2.6, one may show that

{(jJN)>x) «e~Cxl°zx, (4.9)

where J is defined by (2.14).
On the other hand, we will show below that

1 A'/a\ ~<vä((VH'-6">- (4I0)

With this identity in place, exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we note again
that /a(£) J(%) + 0(Q(^)), and therefore Theorem 4.10 follows from (4.10) and

Theorem 4.5.
We turn therefore to a demonstration of (4.10). A computation reveals

1 A' / a \ 1 1

ivXliv/ gd/N-iiTze, _
• (4-n)

I 1

Using the expansion,

1

_
1 1

y,
1

e(2rrz _ l 2 ^ /2tT ^ Z — V
C=—oo

(where the infinite sum is understood as a symmetric limit of partial sums), another

computation reveals that the right hand side of (4.11) is equal to

N oo
|

— - + V] V :
2 ^ „t—1 a — i

By definition,

2nN(6l + I)
I 1 t=—oo

(4.12)

N oo j

_ i2nN{0l + i)
1 1 t =—OO
^ ^ a — i2nN(di + I)
I —

and from computation

(Ia,S°)= lim fL->-ooJ_i a — i2jt^ 2

so that the expression (4.12) is equal to {Ia, En) as claimed. This concludes our
outline.

As with other bounds in this paper, probably the quantity A'/A(a/N) is in reality
subgaussian, but we do not pursue the matter here.
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5. The average of ratios: a proof of Theorem 1.7

5.1. We begin our proof ofTheorem 1.7 by demonstrating the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. Assume the GUE Conjecture. Then for any continuous and

quadratically decaying function rj : R —> R,

lim Eeiv'ZT) lim Ee1'1®"1,
T—>oo N—*oo

with both limits existing.

Proof. We note in the first place that the GUE Conjecture and the implication (4.1)
of the Weyl-Gaudin-Dyson integration formula imply for any non-negative integer I
and continuous and quadratically decaying function t],

lim E{t),Zt)^ lim E(?j, 6jv)®. (5-1)
r-^oo N—>oo

This is because both (rj, Ztand (rj. Sn)c can respectively be written as a linear
combination of correlation sums,

m/, f,y- E / (^-<>)"•A(Ifc-")•
Yl>->Yk V 7 V 7

distinct

and

Dj{fu...,fj)-.= Y, E MN(6h + ")).
VZ l\

distinct

and on the GUE Conjecture A7 and D} have the same average as T, N —> oo. For

instance,

(t},Z) A] (rj),

{rj,Z)2 A i(t]2) + A 2

(??,Z)3 Ai(f?3) + 3A2(?y, rj2) + A3(r),r),rj),

and so on, and likewise for (rj,8).
Now, we note that for x > 0 and arbitrary k > 0,

h Yt

0<ex-Y-< ex, (5.2)

as
k a 00 yt yk + 1 00 W

_ V — V — < — V —f- l\ e\ - (k + 1)! ^ jl'e=0 i=k+1 7=0 7
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with the inequality following from the relation (* + 1 + /)! - (fc + l)! j\

CMH

1 l Hence,

E eAv,z) -E
e=o

(ri.Z)'
l\

<
00

J2(r + \)k+1erF((r],Z) e [r,r + 1))

(k + 1)!

1

(* + 1)!
r=0

(5.3)

Now, for r > 0, by the tail bound in Theorem 1.1,

P(fa.Z) [r,r + 1)) « g-Crlog(r+2)t

where the constant C and the implicit constant depend on rj. More trivially, from the

Taylor expansion of ex,

(r + l)k+l < k\(r + \)er+l.

Applying these estimates to (5.3),

k

E f eto.Zr) _ ^^ l=o

iv,zTy
p\

7 r=0

+ le-Crlog(r+2)

« k + r
uniformly in T.

By the same reasoning (replacing Theorem 1.1 with its random matrix analogue
Theorem 4.5),

E e (v,GN) -E
l=o

(n,sN)t
£! «

1

k + 1

uniformly in N.
Hence, applying (5.1) to the above, we see that as T oo,

Ee(t,Zr) iim Ec'"^' + of—'—^) + o(l).
JV-> oo \k + 1 '

M£n)

As k may be chosen arbitrarily, the proposition follows.

Remark. This theorem is only a slight modification of a standard theorem in

probability theory: that the distribution of a point process is controlled by its
correlation functions, provided the point process has rapidly decaying tails (c.f. [20,
Lemma 4.2.6]). In our context, convergence in distribution translates to the claim
that if F is bounded and continuous, limr^oo Zt)) lim/v-^ F((r], 6n)).
The fact that ex is unbounded entailed additional difficulties over the usual proof.
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5.2. We are finally in a position to use the GUE Conjecture to evaluate the average
of ratios of the zeta function.

Proofof Theorem 1.7. Throughout this proof we take ß, ßi 0, and regard m, and

a. ß, ot\ am. ßi,..., ßm to be fixed, with a, 7^ ßj for all i, j. By (3.2),

exp({Laj,ZT(t)}) (1 + o{\))e{a'ß)l2^

^ + tofr+''0

uniformly for t e [7". 27"]. From this and the bound of powers of ratios, in
Theorem 1.4, one sees that

I f2T fr m + iffr+'O
T JT 1=1£(i + i4r+'?) 1=1 1=1

(5.4)
We record the observation, also following from (3.2), that

/; n *=(n E- «E ^»+*0).

exp (3? (La,ß,ZT(t))) (1 + o(\))e(a~ß)/2
^(5 + tofr + lt)

+ WT + il)
(5.5)

This implies, of course, that the left hand side of (5.5) has a uniformly bounded wth
moments for fixed a, ß, and m, with ß 7^ 0, by Theorem 1.4.

We define

La!ßk)& - i(0i - ß)(WW»n$).

Intuitively, Lshould be thought of as an approximation to the function
La ß(%) 1|^|<A; In particular, from (3.3) and Lemma2.9, which demonstrate that both

La ß and {W^lk)f may be decomposed into a linear combination of the function J
and a function that decays quadratically, we see that

La^(f) «* QM- (5-6)

Because is real valued, we have that for a. ß e R, with ß 7^ 0,

exp (31 (L^ßk\ ZT(t))) exp (M (La,ß,ZT(t))) (5.7)

and so the left hand side of (5.7) also has a uniformly bounded wth moments for
fixed a. ß and m, with ß 7^ 0.
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In the proof that follows we let e > 0 be arbitrary but small, and choose k > 1/e2.

Defining
m

A := J2(ae~ ße)'

i=\
and returning to (5.4), we have

m m

Eexp«^La£A,Z)) Eexp«J>^ + iA(W^k^)\Z)). (5.8)

l=i l=l
We split this average into two parts, writing

H>e := {t e [T,2T] : \((W^k^y, Z) > e},

H<e := {t e [T,2T] : \{(W^'k)y, Z) < e}.

Then (5.8) is equal to

m

E l„£e • exp «£ + iA(wW»y, Z»
e=i

:= A/

t (iIk)

l=i
+ E lH<t exp «£ L%£ + Z»

:= N

For sufficiently large T (depending on e), by Cauchy-Schwarz,

\M\ < ^P(77^) /Eexp(29t El^.Z»
V =i

«
with the last line following from Lemma 2.11 (our bound on 1 /£ stubs) to bound

P(H>() and (5.7) to bound the other term.
On the other hand,

m

N=E1H< exp «£ L[llkßl, Z) + 0(e))
i= 1

m

E\H<e exp «£ Z» + 0(e E lH<e exp (SB <£ L^, Z»,
£=i f=i
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as for small e, we have e°'£' 1 + 0(e). Using (5.7), we see that

m

Eltf<6exp(9i£>^j;,Z»«
i= l

so that

(El//<fexp((^L(1/j>,Z))) + 0(e)
t= 1

w m

(e exp ((23 i.«». Z» - E 1„>, exp «23 L%».Z))) + 0(f).
f=l f=l

And as before, for sufficiently large T, by Cauchy-Schwarz,6

E 1„>, exp ((J2 L(«HlZ)) < exp (231 (£ L%»,Z))
e=i V e=i

« e.

Putting everything together, we have that

m m

Eexp«^LaA,Z r>) E exp ((J] Zr>) + 0(e), (5.9)

f=l £=1

uniformly for sufficiently large T.
In exactly the same manner, this argument may be repeated for eigenvalues of the

unitary group, using the results of section 4. We see that

m A / m m

Et/(yv) n a a /An= (ne(a'"/,<)/2)Eexp((E^'^))+°(i)' (5-i())
l=\ KPI' > 1=1 1=1

in analogy to (5.4), and

m m

exp «£ Laat,8N)) E exp ((£ SN)) + O(e), (5.11)E

l=\ l=l

uniformly for all V, in analogy with (5.9).

6Note that it is really only in the inequalities that follow that we have exploited the assumption that a, ß

are real. It is from this assumption that we can easily bound E exp((X^'Li 91 uniformly

in k, by using that fact that 9ft4(fF(1/'^))" 0.
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Using (5.4) and (5.9), we see that

i r2T m t(- 4- ae 4- it)I n?b + ,o,r+")rf>
Tk £=i di + i^iT+")

m m

Y\ E exp ((£ L%£,ZT)) + 0{e) + 0(1),
l=i l=i

as T —> oo. Likewise, passing from (5.10) to (5.11),

m A / / \J\ m m

E«»' n - (n^-"",2)^xp((Eo:.^))+o(f)+«(i).
i=i khi/ ' i=i i=\

as N —> oo.

Proposition 5.1 implies that the main terms on the right hand sides of these

identities are asymptotically equal:

m m

^lin^E exp «£ L^kß], ZT)) Jim^E exp «£ SN)).

Hence,

i r A hi + ifr + „ A A(«</«).„
?Jr U t<i + 4v+«) umU + 0,e)+°(l)-

Because e is arbitrary, our theorem now follows from the evaluation in Corollary 4.3.

5.3. We have said that similar methods may be used to show that the GUE
Conjecture implies not only the Local Ratio Conjecture with real translations, but in
fact the Local Ratio Conjecture in general. We conclude by giving a very brief sketch

of how this may be done. We note that in the above argument, the only place we have

used the assumption that ai,..., am, ßi,..., ßm are real is in exploiting the fact that
then 1)1 iA(W^llks>)" 0. We do note really need for this term to be 0 though; we
need only for its exponential moments to be uniformly bounded in k. That is, if one
shows that uniformly for large k,

P(|((W(1/,t))MZ)| ^x) « e~Cxl°sx, (5.12)

this is enough to bound the terms

m

Eexp(21H(^L(1/j;,Z))
1=l

uniformly in k, and the proof proceeds as before. (5.12) in turn may be proven in
much the same way as Theorem 1.1, Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7.
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We note the converse implication, that the Local Ratios Conjecture implies the

GUE Conjecture, may be derived from the combinatorial work of Conrey and Snaith
[10, Th. 8], along with a uniform bound like Theorem 1.3. Indeed, using a Taubenan

argument, it should be possible to show that just the Local Ratio Conjecture with real
translations also implies the GUE Conjecture, but we do not treat the matter here.
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